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REDESIGNED!
™
Wrench
ONE STOP
Simple, Easy To Use…
The smaller wrench is stored within
the tubular body of the larger wrench.
It is unscrewed and withdrawn for use.

Engineered for plumbers
by plumbers
The One-Stop Wrench is a compound 2-in-1 tool
that makes plumbing work easier than ever before.
The open-end provides both a 9/16″ and a 15/16″ surface wrench, while the unique open box-end is
designed for 3/8″ line nuts. The One-Stop provides
all the exact sizes you need to install angle stops
and compression fittings.

The lug at the end of the smaller
wrench is inserted into the riser
mouth of the angle stop for pointing
and stability. Point it at the optimum
angle for later insertion of the supply
tube…

Plumb an entire bathroom with
the ONE-STOP WRENCH ™!

…the larger wrench is then used to
tighten the back compression nut.
No more guessing while on your back
in a dark confined cabinet.

Is also perfect for:

Straight Stops

Shower Heads

Appliance Legs

Against Material Defects
& Workmanship
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The insert in the larger wrench is
made to grasp the narrow shoulder
of the 3/8″ coupling, or Delta Tube™.
It holds the body in place while the
12-point line wrench tightens
the 3/8″ nuts.

Faucet Nuts

FULL LIFETIME
WARRANTY
Stool Bolts

The open-end 12-point box line
wrench is designed to slip over the
supply tube and onto the riser nut.
The 12-point box wrench allows you
to grasp the riser nut in twice as many
positions as a standard open-end
wrench. No more “rolling” your wrench
to get a grip.

Ordering Information
Description
One-Stop Wrench

Catalog No.

Model No.

Standard Pk.

Weight
(lbs./kg.)

97452

2002

12

.73 lbs. 0,3 kg.
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